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(ZxZ2 ■ ■ ■ z«)lln ^ -izx + • • • + z") n of arithmetic and geometric means, which will hold when the arguments of the complex numbers Si, • • • , z" are suitably restricted. We shall apply the resulting inequality to the roots of polynomial equations, obtaining first a quantitative form of the Gauss-Lucas theorem, and then some relationships between the coefficients of a polynomial and the size of a sector containing its roots. Applying this result to Theorem 4. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 2, let p denote the distance from z to the center of gravity of the zeros of P(z). Then (7) I P(z) I è \an\(p sec*)».
Proof. Apply Theorem 1 to the numbers z -Zx, • ■ • , z -zn.
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